GRUPPO GIOMI S.P.A.

Sede Centrale Roma
Gruppo GIOMI S.p.A. was established in 1949 by Prof. Franco Faggiana from Sicily – surgeon and professor at the Sapienza University of Rome – and by several entrepreneurs from Rome and Reggio Calabria, with the objective of creating, for post-WWII Southern Italy, hospital facilities in the vanguard of orthopaedic medicine.

Covering the domestic areas with 8 Hospitals, 14 SNF/Retirement Homes, 12 affiliated Nursing Homes/Hospitals/SNF, and 2 Dialysis Centres, Gruppo GIOMI (with over 3,000 employees) represents one of the leading companies in the Italian Private Health System, with respect to the number of beds, employees, and yearly turnover.

Dr. Emmanuel Miraglia is the Chairman of the Gruppo GIOMI. Dr. Massimo Miraglia is the Executive Director and General Director.

The Group’s Headquarters is in Viale Carso 44, Rome.

The first hospital of the Group was the Orthopaedic Institute “Franco Faggiana” in Reggio Calabria, established in 1951 and specialising in Orthopaed, Traumatology, and PM&R (Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation).

In 1956, the Institute “Franco Scalabrino” was founded in Messina. Its primary specialisation in Orthopaed-Traumatology was expanded with the Units of General Surgery, Bariatric Surgery, Digestive Endoscopy, Vascular Surgery, Urology, Rheumatology, Orthopaedic-Neurological Rehabilitation, Cardiology and Ophtalmology.

In 1971, the ICOT (Surgery, Orthopaed, Traumatology Institute) “Marco Pasquali Lasagni” was inaugurated in Latina, and is currently the largest facility of the Group. Apart from its Orthopaed-Traumatology Wards, the facility also hosts Neurological-Orthopaedic-Cardiac Rehabilitation Wards, an Intensive Care Unit, an Emergency Room, a Dialysis Centre, a Diving Chamber, and is furnished with Ozon Therapy and Shock Wave equipment.

The ICOT Hospital Complex also houses the “Sapienza” University of Rome - Faculty of Pharmacy and Medicine - Polo Pontino.

In 2002, the IFCA (Florence Institute of Nursing and Assistance) and its Clinic “Ulivella e Glicini,” joined Gruppo GIOMI. IFCA specialises in Orthopaed, General Surgery, General Medicine, Gynaecology, Eye Surgery, Otolaryngology, Urology, and Orthopaedic-Neurological-Cardiac Rehabilitation; it also provides a Dialysis Centre, and is equipped with a Cyberknife® Robotic Radiosurgery System.

In 2010, Gruppo GIOMI acquired the Clinic “Cappellani” in Messina. Established in 1931, the facility now specialises in hospitalisation for: General Surgery, Oncology Surgery, Gynaecological Surgery, Urology, Ophtalmology, Orthopaed-Traumatology, Cardiology, Otolaryngology, and has a Chemical Analysis Laboratory that specialises in Cytopathology and Histopathology.

In 2013, the IFCA included the activities of the Nursing Home “Santa Chiara” within the “Ulivella e Glicini” facility.
In 2014, the “Ospedale Classificato Cristo Re” in Rome joined Gruppo GIOMI. Expanding on its primary specialisations in Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Childcare Nursery Units, and NICU (Neonatal Intensive Care Unit), the facility added General Medicine, Cardiology, Respiratory Diseases, Gastroenterology and Digestive Endoscopy, General Surgery, Urology, Orthopaed and Traumatology, Anaesthesia, Intensive Care and Sub-Intensive Care, along with the creation of an Emergency Room Unit.

Latest acquisition, in September 2015, the Nursing Home "Villa Betania" in Rome. The Hospital and welfare activities is divided into Area General Medicine, Surgery Area with the specialties of Urology and Orthopedics, Rehabilitation Area with the specialties of Cardiology and Orthopedic Rehabilitation. Soon it will be mobilized Department of Gynaecology Department and a long-term care.

Almost all the Group's Institutes (equipped with computerised and Intranet systems), are accredited and financially covered by the National Health System (with respect to both Out-Patient and Hospitalisation services), and also financially covered by the main insurance companies. These Institutes hold the Certification number ISO 9001:2008.

In June 2004, the Scientific Society of the Group, the "Gioni Foundation - Onlus," was established. The objective of this Foundation is to support and promote scientific research in the areas of Orthopaed and Traumatology, Cardiovascular Medicine, and Neurological-Orthopaedic-Respiratory-Cardiac Rehabilitation.

The journal "Acta Orthopaedica Italica," founded in 1955, is owned by the Gruppo GIOMI, and publishes articles on its scientific activities.

Several Institutes of Gruppo GIOMI are accredited with the respective local Faculties of Medicine, and accordingly make available beds with respect to the specific needs of the various Universities and Schools of Specialisation.

Through subsidiary/shared companies, GIOMI has incrementally increased its activity in the Lazio Region (Rome, Latina, Pomezia, Civitavecchia, Viterbo) and in the Puglia Region, subsequently widening its specialisations, especially concerning Heart Surgery, Obstetrics, and SNFs (Skilled Nursing Facilities).

GIOMI RSA, a company of Gruppo GIOMI S.p.A., deals with healthcare facilities management, personal assistance services, and services related to the SNFs (Skilled Nursing Facilities). Since 2012, Giomi RSA has been extending its activity in Germany by managing 4 retirement homes. For this purpose, GIOMI S.p.A. shared with these SNFs the expertise it gleaned over its 50 years of activity in the healthcare facility management sector. It also made available access to a computerised system that is devoted to research, the exchange of experiences and medical cases, and statistic elaborations, all of which makes it possible to utilise the same protocols in medical practice. This possibility is a direct result of a continuous sharing amongst different facilities. The Managing Director of GIOMI RSA is Prof. Fabio Miraglia.

GIOMI is affiliated with different joint Public/Private Companies for the creation of new ventures in the healthcare managing area: in July 2003, the Group signed a contract with the ULSS (Local Health Authority) of Belluno for the joint managing (public and private) of the Hospital of Cortina “Codivilla Putti.”
IG.com is the software house that since 1969 has been managing the software of both the Group’s healthcare facilities and those of its affiliates. The computerised indexation of Gruppo GIOMI’s 1,500 beds throughout 5 Italian Regions (Veneto, Tuscany, Lazio, Calabria, Sicily), is managed by IG.com. IG.com designed an Intranet network, creating a Virtual Hospital that although it includes the Group’s extensive scientific activities yet it is able to go beyond its physical borders.

The fundamental goal of this software house is to always “accompany” its clients because the key point is not the program itself, but rather the continuous expert advice that successfully creates customer loyalty. The direct and personal expertise of Healthcare is the core strength of the company.

Only One S.p.A. is a Healthcare Global Service Company that supplies support in the healthcare sector through technical and managerial competences that are integrated with professional services and advice. The services of the Company are addressed to both public health authorities and private healthcare companies throughout Italy.

GioService S.r.l. was initially established to study and satisfy the needs of the Group. Due to its capabilities and the experience accrued in the sector, today the Company reaches healthcare systems beyond Italy, offering a very competitive and high quality service. The Company holds system and planning certifications for creating and managing the specific services inside healthcare facilities: in-house canteens, events planning, catering, cleaning, food and beverage vending machines, laundry, reception, and human resources.
Companies of Gruppo GIOMI

GIOMI FOUNDATION ONLUS
GIOMI REAL ESTATE S.p.A.
OMO s.r.l.
IMDT Costruzioni 2001 s.r.l.
ISONZO 2001 s.r.l.
IG.com s.r.l.
IFCA Istituto Fiorentino di Curat. ed Assistenza S.p.A.
GIOMI RSA s.r.l.
GIOMI s.p.A.
CAPPELLANI GIOMI S.p.A.
GIOSERVICE s.r.l.
GIOINTI S.p.A.
VIRGINIA BRACCELLI S.p.A.
VILLA BETANIA GIOMI S.p.A.
FISIOSANISPORT Latina s.r.l.
FISIOSANISPORT Reggio Calabria s.r.l.
Affiliated Private Clinics
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- Centro D'Elisio Città di Brescia
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- Clinica Parioli Roma
- Sant’Anna Pomezia
- Santa Famiglia Roma
- RSA Santa Lucia dei Fieschiil Roma

Management Mixed Public Private

ULSS 1 Belluno

ISTITUTO “Codivilla Putti” Cortina
The IOMI (Orthopaedic Institute for Southern Italy) “Franco Faggiana” was established in 1951 and was named after its founder, Prof. Franco Faggiana, professor at the University of Rome and collaborator of Prof. Marino Zuco. Due to the efficiency and modernity of its facilities and to the professionalism of its doctors, the Institute soon became one of the premier Orthopaedy and Traumatology centres in Italy.

The Institute specialises in Orthopaedy and Traumatology, and PM&R (Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation), and is accredited by the National Health System in respect to both Out-Patient and Hospitalisation services.

The 3 floor facility covers an area of 4,500 square meters on 10,000 square meters of land, 1,000 of which is a garden and parking area.

The Institute has a total of 107 beds distributed throughout the Orthopaedy, Traumatology, and PM&R wards. The facility also has 4 Operating Theatres, Orthopaedic Out-Patient rooms, Orthopaedy Out-Patient rooms, one Kinesitherapy Out-Patient room (equipped with a Gymnasium for Post-Operative Rehabilitation), one Radiology and High-Resolution Imaging Diagnostics Out-Patient room, and a First-Aid Station.

The Institute is furnished with CAT, MBMD, NMR, ARTOSCAN, Sonographer, Electromyograph, and Electrocardiograph equipment for Post-Operative Intensive Care; instruments for operations concerning Arthroscopy, hip, knee, and shoulder Prosthesis; as well as instruments for Spinal Surgery and Orthopaedic General Surgery. The Institute is also equipped with UPS (Uninterruptable Power Supply) in its wards, Operating Theatres, Blood-Bank Units, RX scanning theatres, ABG (Arterial Blood Gas) rooms, and is also individually dedicated to the respective RX equipment in its Operating Theatres.
The IOMI (Orthopaedic Institute for Southern Italy) "Franco Scalabrino" was founded in 1956 by Prof. Franco Faggiana. It is located in the Ganzirri quarter, a few kilometres from the centre of Messina. The facility is accredited by the National Health System and it has a total of 209 beds distributed throughout its different wards.

Its primary medical specialisations are Orthopaedy and Traumatology (95 beds for Hospitalisation and 7 beds for Day Surgery). Within these specialisations the facility is able to provide all types of surgeries for the osteoarticular system, including shoulder, hip, knee, and ankle Prosthesis; Arthroscopy; and Traumatology Surgery.

The Institute also provides units and wards for:

- **General Surgery** (15 beds for Hospitalisation and 2 beds for Day Surgery): this ward provides operations relative to Oncology Surgery, Bariatric Surgery (weight loss surgery) and abdominal operations utilising video-laparoscopy. The adjacent Digestive Endoscopy Ward conducts tests and operations on the hepatic-bile-pancreas system and the oesopagus-gastrointestinal tract.

- **Vascular Surgery** (6 beds for Hospitalisation and 1 bed for Day Surgery): this ward provides operations relative to various Vascular Pathologies (varicose veins of the legs, leg ulcers, peripheral vascular disease, and varicocele are treated with embolization techniques).

- **Urology** (4 beds for Hospitalisation and 1 bed for Day Surgery): this ward provides operations relative to the urinary and genital system. It has an adjacent section for ESWL operations (Extracorporeal Shock Wave Lithotripsy) to treat gall-stones of the renal system and urinary system.

- **Rheumatology** (15 beds for Hospitalisation and 1 bed for Day Surgery): this ward caters for patients affected by inflammatory, degenerative, osteoarticular, and bone pathologies.

- **Rehabilitation** (35 beds for Hospitalisation and 3 beds for Day Surgery): the patients hospitalised in this ward for the initial post-acute period following an operation are treated with Orthopaedic and Neurological Rehabilitation.

- **Cardiology** (18 beds for Hospitalisation and 1 bed for Day Surgery): this ward caters for patients affected by Respiratory and Cardiac Pathologies. It also provides facilities for studies and operations in the electrophysiological sector, and in pace-maker implants.

This facility also provides Day-Surgery operations for Eye Disorders.

The Institute has **Out-Patient rooms** accredited by the National Health System: General Surgery, Orthopaedy and Kinesitherapy (with a gymnasium and equipment for rehabilitation), Radiology, and High-Resolution Imaging Diagnostics. It is fully furnished with equipment for all kinds of RX Scans, CAT Scan (Computer Axial Tomography), NMR Artoscan (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance for limbs), DEXA Scan (bone densiometry).
Its Chemical Analysis Laboratory is fully furnished with the most up-to-date equipment.

Its Operating Block comprises 4 Operating Theatres complete with a centralised devices system for the supply of medical gasses and the discharge of halogen anaesthetic gasses. For high-risk surgery operations this Institute is equipped with a monitoring room (T.I.P.) for post-operative patients. This facility guarantees a fully operational system for: Orthopaedy, Surgery, Radiology, Cardiology, Operating Theatres, Anaesthesia, and the Chemical Analysis Laboratory.

The administrative offices are located on the ground and first floors.
In 2010, Gruppo GIOMI acquired the "Villa Cappellani" Clinic in Messina. The facility has 47 beds accredited by the National Health System and employs renowned professionals.

The Clinic "Cappellani Giomi" was founded in 1933 by Prof. Salvatore Cappellani and is situated in a quiet area of the city facing the docks of the ferry line to the Calabria Region (Caronte-Tourist ferry).

"Cappellani Giomi" is a multi-specialty clinic that specialises in surgery (Hospitalisation, Day-Surgery, and Out-Patient Day Services). It is completely air conditioned and it houses the Functional Units of: General Surgery, Oncology Surgery, Gynaecology Surgery, Urology, Ophthalmology, Orthopaedy, and Otolaryngology. Along with the numerous relative Out-Patient services such as General Surgery, Oncology Surgery, Gynaecology Surgery, Vascular Surgery, Ophthalmology, Orthopaedy, Otolaryngology, Urology, Endoscopy, Cardiology, and a Chemical Analysis Laboratory (with a sector specialising in Cytopathology and Histopathology), the Clinic also provides the following Diagnostics and Specialised Services: Anaesthesia and Analgesic Therapy, Digestive Endoscopy, Imaging Diagnostics, Mammography, Echocardiography, Ultrasound Scan and TAC (Multistrato Somation Siemens). The patients' rooms cover two floors of the building. Apart from basic machinery and equipment, this facility is also furnished with an Operating Block comprising 3 Operating Theatres, one of which is dedicated to Out-Patient surgery. The Operating Block is fully equipped with the latest technologies and instruments specific for each type of surgical operation. The clinic has a centralised devices system for the supply of medical gasses and the discharge of halogen anaesthetic gasses, monitors for post-operative care, blood-banks and plasma-freezer room, an ABG (Arterial Blood Gas) analyser, and a mobile imaging radiodiagnostics machine.

Also available is a Private Practice service specialising in: Vascular Medicine, Cardiology, General and Plastic Surgery, Dermatology, PM&R (Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation), Gynaecology, Neurology, Ophthalmology, Orthopaedy, Otolaryngology, Rheumatology, and Urology.
ICOT Latina

The ICOT (Surgery, Orthopaedy, Traumatology Institute) in Latina has been operating for more than 30 years in healthcare, rehabilitation, and research in the osteoarticular pathologies, along with their relevant surgery and rehabilitation activities. The 8,000 plus patients from throughout Italy who are hospitalised every year in ICOT demonstrate the high technical-scientific level of the Institute. Throughout the years, ICOT has become a dependable centre for the whole nation. The Institute has a capacity of 470 beds for hospitalisation including 12 for Day Hospital, and 15 for Day Surgery. It is situated in an area of approx. 100,000 square meters, 46,000 of which are garden and parking areas. The Hospital complex comprises 6 buildings (3 of which house 60 employee apartments), and the grounds also include a heliport. The facility is accredited by the Regional Health System for Out-Patient Services and Hospitalisation, including both serious and rehabilitation medical cases. The Institute's wards comprise: Orthopaedy and Traumatology (with sections specialising in spinal, foot, knee, hand, shoulder, and hip pathologies), Neurological-Orthopaedic-Cardiac Rehabilitation, and an Intensive Care and Emergency Unit. It also provides an Emergency Room Service (the patients of which are financially covered by the National Health System) for surgery, orthopaedy, traumatology emergencies. The Out-Patient and Day-Surgery Services represent the traditional core activity of the Hospital. In this regard, the facility treats 150 plus patients per day, for consultation in Orthopaedy, Kinesitherapy, Radiology, High-Resolution Imaging Diagnostics, Neurology, Cardiology, and Internal Medicine. The Out-Patient surgeries supply very extensive clinical case histories to all research units.

The ICOT complex also houses a Hospice Ward, "Le Rose," for the palliative care of oncology patients, and which includes residential facilities (9 beds) and home assistance. Apart from the basic machinery and equipment, the Institute also has 2 Operating Blocks comprising 8 Operating Theatres (plus 2 rooms for Out-Patient surgery), fully equipped and with a centralised devices system for the supply of medical gasses and the discharge of halogen anaesthetic gasses, a Navigation System (for imaging assisted surgery), monitors for post-operative care, sophisticated instruments for operations in Arthroscopy, hip, knee, shoulder, and ankle Prosthesis, and operations in Orthopaedic General Surgery. The Institute is furnished with UPS (Uninterruptable Power Supply) throughout its wards and Operating Theatres. It has Blood-Bank Units, ABG (Arterial Blood Gas) rooms, all types of RX Scans, CAT Scan (Computer Axial Tomography) MSCT Scan 64 (Multislice Computer Tomography), BMD Scan (Bone Mineral Density), 1.5 Tesla NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance), along with a Diving Chamber, Shock Wave and Ozone Therapy Equipment, a Sonographer, an Electromyograph, and an Electrocardiograph. ICOT provides a Dialysis Centre (UDD - Unità Dialisi Decentrata), the patients of which are financially covered by the Local Health Authority (Polo Ospedaliero Nord - ASL Latina).
The complex also has an important Sports Medicine Centre, the patients of which are financially covered by their respective Health Authorities, and the most important Sporting Institutions.

The ICOT complex houses the Sapienza Faculty of Medicine of Rome - AUSL Latina (Integrated Hospital Complex) - Padiglione ICOT. Due to an agreement with the Local Health Authority of Latina, the University Wards inside the complex comprise: Anatomical Pathology, Anaesthesiology, Cardiology, Haemodynamics, CCU (Coronary Care Unit), General Surgery, Haematology, Gastroenterology, Internal Medicine, Nephrology, Neurological Rehabilitation, Orthopaedy, Oncology, Radiology, and Urology.

In a reserved area and with a separate entrance, the facility has dedicated an area for didactic instruction of University students, which has: an auditorium (250 seats) with multimedia equipment, 2 rooms for exercises and seminars, secretarial offices, and a teachers’ room. Students can enjoy the services inside the Institute (canteen, library, car park) in accordance with the regulations established by the Administration.
In 2014, the “Ospedale Classificato Cristo Re” Virginia Bracelli SpA joined Gruppo GIOMI. The hospital, with 185 beds, is equipped with six operating rooms, a delivery room and operating rooms (births are over 2,000 per year: it is the hospital with the fewest cesarean birth in Rome) and a multi-specialty ward for paying patients. The ONDA (National Observatory of Women’s Health) praised “Cristo Re” (two pink mark), for paying serious attention to the health of women and children. Ecclesiastical Authority Congregation of the Daughters of Our Lady on Mount Calvary gave start business health of "Cristo Re" as the nursing home in March 1958. In 1963 the increase of the local residents of Primavalle required the construction of the new block for Obstetrics and Gynecology in 1964 and the addition of a new wing.

After the transfer of healthcare management from the Central Government to the Regions in December 1977 with the DGR Lazio n.5981, Ecclesiastical institution got the Classification as "General Zone Hospital", pledging to provide free care to the entire population and was equated to public hospitals. On 2 October 1978, the Ministry of Health recognizes the equivalence of qualifications and services of employees of the Hospital "Cristo Re" titles and services of public hospitals, through a series of laws, dating back to 2001. In 1992, in order to satisfy its increasing technological requirements and activities, the Hospital began the construction of a new block and today is a big center divided into buildings (A, B, C and D), inside a wide area between Via della Pineta Sacchetti, Via delle Calasanziane and Via Mattia Battistini, which also includes the adjacent Rehabilitation Center art.26, "Ambrosini Casa Pia" (20 Rehabilitation "extensive" beds).

Over the time, the Hospital, with the Emergency Service, has become an important point of the hospital network and the emergence of the Regional Health Service of Latium and the USL Roma 1 (born on 1th January 2016 with the merger of Rome E with Rome A) and was recognized as Hospital Unit in October 2014 with the DCA RL n.360/2014, renovated with regional authorization to Virginia Bracelli SpA Group Giomi the following March with the DCA RL n.124/2015.

The services offered are the following: for the Area of Hospital Departments specialty of General Medicine (with Emergency Service), Obstetrics and Gynecology, Neonatology and Nest, Center and Intensive Care, General Surgery, Orthopedics and Traumatology, ORL, Urology, Day Hospital and Day Surgery, while the Area of Services are: Diagnostic Imaging (Radiology, Ultrasound, CT, MRI, Nuclear Medicine), Laboratory Analysis with Cyto-Histology, Rehabilitation Center and Polyclinic with the following specialties (in addition to those Area of Hospital Departments and Area of Services): Vascular Surgery-Angiology, Cardiology, Plastic Surgery, Endocrinology, Neurology, Ophthalmology, Dermatology, Gastroenterology - Digestive Endoscopy, Pulmonary Medicine, Anesthesia and Pain Therapy.
"Villa Bethania" started its healthcare in 1951 and in 1968 started a cooperation with the Pio Institute "S. Spirit". The two hospitals constitute a Healthcare Centre. In September 2015, "Villa Betania" joined the GIOMI Group offering 202 authorized beds and four operating rooms. Hospital activities, also for paying patients are carried out in the following Areas: **Area of General Medicine; Area of Surgery** with the specialties of **Urology** and **Orthopedics** (with particular focus on the prosthetic activity): **Area of Rehabilitation**, with specialties of **Cardiology** and **Orthopedic Rehabilitation**.

Departments of **Gynaecology** and a **long-term care** will soon be operational. At the moment the following Services are available: **Analysis Laboratory, Radiology, Ultrasound and Mammography, CT scans, MRI Open 1 Tesla**.
The Clinic "S. Anna" was built between 1968 and 1970. This Clinic began its activities in 1971, by collaborating first with health insurance institutes, and subsequently with the National Healthcare System, resulting in it being, de facto, the local Hospital for over 30 years.

Since 1980, the patients using its Emergency Room have been financially covered by the Local Health Authority of the Lazio Region, which recognised the importance of the Hospital's commitment in the treatment of medical emergencies in the district.

In 1993, "Policlinico Città di Pomezia," was added to the facility's original name, and addition that represented part of an ongoing project to further develop its services.

The institutional goal of the facility is to provide diagnostics and treatment services (for both Hospitalisation that is financially covered by the National Health System, and Out-Patient assistance). In its activities, it combines technical quality and congenial conditions: the latter is designed to increase the comfort of the patients by reflecting in its surroundings familiar elements of the local environment. The technical quality of its services is justifiably proven by the long-lasting scientific tradition of the facility. In the past, it often carried out pioneering work in heart surgery. Today, it is renowned for its Electrostimulation Centre (heart pace-maker), the pilot centre for MIS (minimally invasive surgery or video-laparoscopy) that is among the first opened in Italy, and for its video-arthroscopy service. The facility's scientific endeavours are frequently published in scientific journals and also appear in the congress records of various disciplines.

The facility has dedicated 3 floors for Hospitalisation, comprising a total of 110 beds. All rooms have air-conditioning, a bathroom, and a terrace. On site, there are no architectural impediments for the disabled.

This Clinic also offers the opportunity for Bachelor of Science in Nursing students - from the Sapienza Faculty of Medicine in Rome (Polo Decentrato di Pomezia) - to acquire the practical experience germane to their courses.

The General Hospital, "Policlinico Città di Pomezia," provides the following specialisations: General Surgery, Orthopaedy, Otolaryngology, Eye Surgery, Internal Medicine, Cardiology, Emergency Room, and a CCU (Coronary Care Unit).

This facility is approved and accredited by the Lazio Region Authority, and has 3 Operating Theatres (Eye Surgery, Orthopaedy, and Surgery). It is also fully furnished with equipment and machinery for Specialised Out-Patient Surgeries that are financially covered by the National Health System: Cardiology, Surgery, Orthopaedy, Gynaecology, Radiology and CAT scan, and a Chemical Analysis Laboratory. It is also similarly equipped for Specialised Out-Patient Surgeries not financially covered by the National Health System: Allergology, Vascular Medicine, Broncho-pulmonology, Cardiology, Surgery, Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Dermatology, Diabetology, Ultrasound Scan, Electromyography, Endocrinology, Gastroscopy and Colonoscopy, Gynaecology, Neurology, Eye Surgery, Neurological Surgery, Transmissible Diseases, and Colonproctology.

Casa di Cura S. Anna
Policlinico Città di Pomezia
Via del Mare, 69
00040 Pomezia (RM)
Tel.: +39 06 916331
Fax: +39 06 9122364
Web Site: www.sannapomezia.it
email: info@sannapomezia.it
The "Clinica Parioli," the former "Casa di Cura Villa Carla," has been operating in Private Healthcare for over 40 years. The facility recently instigated an important development and reconstruction plan in order to offer maximum comfort to both patients and medical staff. The floors for Hospitalisation, the 4 Operating Theatres, and the Multi-Speciality Out-Patient surgeries, were recently renewed completely after a thorough study of their relevant requirements. Also, the Diagnostics Units were fully equipped with the latest technological instruments.

An Operating Theatre exclusively for Out-Patient Surgery has recently been opened. This Clinic has 32 beds. All rooms offer maximum comfort and have air-conditioning, television, Internet, a mini-bar, and a safe for personal belongings.

The facility employs renowned specialists who are involved in an advanced program for the development of exclusive centres such as: the Centre of Ophthalmology Medicine and Surgery, the Pelvic Centre (centre for the Diagnosis and Treatment of rectal-anal pathologies and of dysfunctions of the pelvic floor), the Multy-disciplinary Centre for the research and treatment of sleeping disorders, the Centre for Interventional Radiology (fine-needle aspiration biopsy for the thyroid, breast, liver, and prostate), the Hernia Centre (treatment of all types of hernias through the use of different methodologies), Gynaecology Centre, Centre for the Diagnosis and Treatment of Infertility in Couples, along with Centres of Orthopaedy and Traumatology, Neurology, Otolaryngology, Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, Cosmetic Surgery, and Check-Ups (personalised by gender, age, and pathology).
The "Casa di Cura Ulivella e Glicini" is situated in a large park of century-old plants in the hospital quarter of Careggi. The complex comprises 2 buildings, with 271 beds accredited by the National Health System, and an extensive green area.

The Clinic is the most important Private Healthcare facility in the Tuscany Region, and specialises in three fundamental medical areas: General Medicine, Surgery, and PM&R (Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation). The "Glicini" section is a facility dedicated to Orthopaedic-Neurological-Cardiac Rehabilitation.

The Orthopaedic Rehabilitation is primarily addressed to the post-operative patients in the Orthopaedy Ward. In May 2002, a Cardiac Rehabilitation Ward was created; it treats Out-Patients, Hospitalised, and Day-Hospital patients, and also those in post-operative care. The Neurological Rehabilitation treatment for the initial post-acute period following an operation is extensively developed, and its relevant unit is the leading department in "Progetto Stroke" ("stroke project"), which is considered an extremely important project by the Local Health Authority of Florence. This activity has had a notable impulse thanks to the collaboration with the Superior Institute Sant'Anna in Pisa for the experimental use of the robotics in the rehabilitation.

The "Ulivella" section specialises in Orthopaedy (with particular attention to Prosthesis Surgery), General Surgery, General Medicine, Gynaecology, Eye Surgery, Otolaryngology, and Urology.

In order to explore the interconnections among these activities the diagnostics services were extensively extended.

Out-Patient services involve: Radiology and High-Resolution Imaging Diagnostics, Ultrasound Scan, Cardiology, Vascular Medicine, General Surgery, Dermatology and Venerology, Endoscopy and Gastroenterology, Geriatrics, Gynaecology, Respiratory System Diseases, PM&R (Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation), Internal Medicine, Neuro-Physiotherapy, Eye Surgery, Orthopaedy and Traumatology, Clinical Pathology, and a Chemical-Clinic-Microbiology Analysis Laboratory. The Dialysis Centre assists more than 60 patients.

The Institute has introduced the first CyberKnife® M6™ System in Italy, the sixth in Europe. This unique piece of technology is considered the most accurate robotic radiosurgery system in the world. It can target and "hit" tumors and other kind of lesions anywhere in the body, with extreme precision and accuracy. It is particularly effective in the treatment of organs in motion, such as lung, liver, and prostate. CyberKnife® M6™ System treats tumors in any part of the body, such as: head and neck, vertebral column, liver, pancreas, prostate, lung, and other soft tissues.
The facility has an entirely renewed Operating Block, (comprising 5 fully equipped Operating Theatres), an Out-Patient surgery, and 4 beds for post-operative intensive care. It is also furnished with equipment for operations in Arthroscopy, in hip, knee, and shoulder Prosthesis, and in Orthopaedic General Surgery. This Clinic developed advance surgical techniques that made it the primary centre frequented by patients from all over Italy. The Institute is furnished with equipment for Traditional and Digital Radiology, NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance), MSCT scan (Multislice Computer Tomography) that makes possible virtual colonoscopy and Dentascan (dental panoramic tomography).

Since July 2015, then, in order to improve the quality of life and health of the citizens, and in compliance with the guidelines set by the Region of Tuscany to guarantee the patient’s freedom of therapeutic choice and the physician’s professional freedom to care for their patients with the right to practice complementary medicine, our Institute has decided to offer its patients the possibility to be treated with complementary medicine (Acupuncture, Homeopathy, Manual medicine) in association with conventional medicine.

This Clinic operates in synergy with AOUC (hospital-university utility) of Careggi and the Local Health Authority (ASL 10) for those services that are financially covered by the National Health System, in accordance with a Regional agreement signed in December 2011.

The private hospital has received ISO 9001/2008 certification.

The Clinic is accredited by the National Health System and its patients are financially covered by the main business associations, insurance companies, private companies, public bodies and institutions.
The Institute for light therapy, “Codivilla Putti,” was inaugurated in 1923 and later joined with the “Istituto Rizzoli” of Bologna. In 1980, it was acquired by the Veneto Region. In July 2003, it became a joint Public/Private facility involving the Local Health Authority (ULSS no. 1) of Belluno and Gruppo GIOMI S.p.A. The General Director of the Institute is Dr. Massimo Miraglia.

The “Codivilla Putti” institute is throughout Italy a renowned centre for the treatment of osteoarticular infections, and also a centre of expertise for the treatment of winter sports traumas. The objective of the new public/private venture is to develop both Sports Orthopaedy and Traumatology Medicine, and PM&R (Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation). In particular, the project aims to improve and expand the treatment for osteomyelitis and bone infections and, simultaneously, orthopaedic surgery, by creating a “Sports Traumatology Centre”. The Institute is accredited by the National Health System.

The facility houses a Cardiac Rehabilitation Ward and Out-Patient Services including: Orthopaedy, Physiotherapy, Radiology and High-Resolution Imaging Diagnostics, Anaesthesia and Analgesic Therapy, a Chemical Analysis Laboratory, Cardiology, Surgery, Dermatology, Gynaecology, Eye Surgery, PM&R, Neurology, and Sports Medicine. It also provides a 24/7 First-aid Station (also accredited by the National Health System) and has a heliport (connected to the national emergency number, 118). It has 110 beds, and an Operating Block, comprising 2 Operating Theatres, complete with a centralised devices system for the supply of medical gasses and the discharge of halogen anaesthetic gasses; it is also fully equipped for Arthroscopy operations on the wrist, knee, and shoulder, Prosthesis on the hip, knee, and shoulder, and for orthopaedic general surgery. The facility also has Diving Chambers, and equipment for Traditional and Digital Radiology, NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, i.e., S-Scan), for poliarticular and lumbosacral/cervical spinal ailments.

The Institute also provides a Family Guidance consultation service that guarantees the assistance fortnightly of a Gynaecologist, an Obstetrician, and a health-care specialist. The service is free and does not require a doctor’s prescription, but appointment by telephone is a prerequisite.
There are no data "Villa Betania" being the same acquired in September 2015.
GIOMI RSA

GIOMI RSA, a company of Gruppo GIOMI S.p.A., manages healthcare facilities management, personal assistance services, and services related to the SNFs (Skilled Nursing Facilities).

GIOMI S.p.A. shares with the SNFs its expertise of over 50 years activity in the healthcare facility management sector. It also gives available access to a computerised system devoted to research, exchange of medical cases and statistic elaborations.

Responsible for the IT-management of GIOMI RSA is IG.com, a GIOMI company which is also partner of major external groups. IG.com designed an Intranet network including the Group’s extensive scientific activities. IG.COM’s fundamental goal is to assist its clients daily. Its mission is the continuous expert advice that successfully creates customer loyalty. The direct and personal expertise of Healthcare is the core strength of the company.

In 2011 GIOMI RSA LTD founded Giomi Deutschland GmbH, a German Real Estate Company active in Germany in the sale of properties intended for use social health.

Valere Senioren-Residenzen was born in 2011 thanks to the collaboration between GIOMI RSA and VIAM Holding. VALERE is currently running six nursing homes with a total of 573 beds and 110 assisted living apartments. Anticipating a trend confirmed by the European resolution dated April 4th 2014, which kicks off cross-border care, Valere works together with GIOMI RSA since 2012 on the drafting of protocols, Resident Assessment Tools and vocational training programs to apply to European Union.

In January of 2015 GIOMI R.S.A., together with its historical partner VIAM Holding, established Valere Holding GmbH. The company manages centrally from a financial and strategic-managerial point of view, the group’s nursing homes located in Germany.
The "RSA Madonna del Rosario" is a SNF (Skilled Nursing Facility) with 60 beds for **advanced personal assistance (level A)**, and is accredited by the Lazio Region.

In 2000, GIOMI undertook the management of the facility. The SNF has a large garden that is ideal for socialising, leisure, and occupational therapy, activities that are enhanced by the presence of a small vegetable garden.

It offers various services that consistently aim to make the guest's sojourn as pleasant as possible. Qualified medical assistance is guaranteed 24/7.

The facility houses a Geriatrics surgery, a multi-functional gymnasium, and recreational areas. All rooms have air-conditioning, a bathroom, and are furnished with hotel-like comforts.

Apart from its healthcare function, the SNF engages in a series of social activities in the city such as: an art competition open to the local schools, the organisation of musical events, and conventions dealing with topical subjects.
In 2003, began the Public/Private administration (IPAB Giovanni XXIII S.p.A. - GIOMI S.p.A.) of the "RSA Giovanni XXIII." The facility has 60 beds, of which 40 are for advanced personal assistance (level A), and 20 for medium personal assistance (level B), and all the beds are accredited by the Lazio Region.

In 2009, it became "RSA Giovanni XXIII S.r.l.," 100% owned by the GIOMI RSA S.r.l. On the 28th of July 2010, the Shareholders' Meeting approved the change of the name of the Company to "RSA Viterbo S.r.l." The Sole Director is Prof. Fabio Miraglia. The Scientific Director of Gruppo GIOMI RSA is Dr. Emilia Reda. "RSA Viterbo S.r.l." began its activities as a SNF (Skilled Nursing Facility) in April 2003. It hosts 60 elder people who require advanced and medium personal assistance, and it employs approx. 55 professionals. Qualified medical assistance is guaranteed 24/7. The building that used to house the Geriatric Centre was recently massively restructured and is now a unique facility nestling inside a century-old park (10 hectares) within the urban area of Viterbo. It offers various services and consistently aims to make the guest's sojourn as pleasant as possible by providing a multimedia and conference room, and Geriatrics surgery. This facility has always been fully occupied (98% of beds on the average) and often initiated pilot projects: in scientific research, CME (Continuing Medical Education) course organisation, and occupational therapy, which culminated in the creation of a 2,000+ square meters outdoor area, "La Fattoria." This latter initiative is successful in enabling the elderly guests to participate in activities that are reminiscent of the manifold experiences of their youth, or that, in some way, are connected with their relevant local culture and their sense of belonging to the area.
The “RSA Flaminia” is a SNF (Skilled Nursing Facility) with 58 beds for advanced personal assistance (level A), and it is accredited by the Lazio Region.

On the 22nd of September 2006, GIOMI undertook the management of the facility. The SNF is situated in Morlupo, a few kilometres from Rome.

It is equipped with several appropriately furnished terraces and a large garden that is ideal for socialising, leisure, and occupational therapy.

It offers various services and consistently aims to make the guest’s sojourn as pleasant as possible. Qualified medical assistance is guaranteed 24/7.

The facility has a large, well-equipped gymnasium, terraces, and recreational areas. Patients can also enjoy the services of a hairdresser, a barber, and a podiatric physician. All rooms have air-conditioning, a bathroom, and hotel-like comforts.
The "RSA Residenza Cimina" is a SNF (Skilled Nursing Facility), and it began its activities in December 2004 with 68 beds, of which 52 are for advanced personal assistance (level A), and 16 for medium personal assistance (level B); all beds are accredited by the Lazio Region. It has 36 rooms (29 doubles, 4 singles, and 2 triples); all have a bathroom and are furnished with television. The facility, built with the specific purpose of hosting the elderly, was constructed according to the highest standards, in terms of material quality, architectural solutions, and functionality.

The facility is surrounded by a well-equipped park, and has a gymnasium, a multi-specialty surgery, a room for occupational therapy, a solarium, and salons for recreational and socialising activities. Qualified medical assistance is guaranteed 24/7.

It offers various services that consistently aim to make the guest's sojourn as pleasant as possible. All rooms have hotel-like comforts.
The "Residenza Pontina" is a SNF (Skilled Nursing Facility). The latest facility created by the Giomi RSA, it began its activities as a private healthcare facility and was recently accredited by the Local Health Authority. The facility was constructed to the highest standards in terms of material quality, up-to-date technologies and architectural solutions, and functionality.

The "Residenza Pontina" has 80 beds, of which 60 are for advanced personal assistance (level A), and 20 for medium personal assistance (level B).

The single and double rooms have a bathroom, television, hotel-like comforts, and in the case of the doubles a screen for privacy. The facility has a gymnasium, surgeries, rooms for occupational therapy, hairdresser and podiatric physician services, salons for recreational and socialising activities, and a chapel; it also has a large garden that is ideal for socialising, leisure, and occupational therapy; activities that are enhanced by the presence of a small vegetable garden.

The "Residenza Pontina" is situated at Via Franco Baggiana, 1668, Latina, and is inside the hospital complex of ICOT (Surgery, Orthopaedy, Traumatology Institute of Gruppo GIOMI), which provides 24/7 specialised medical assistance. The professionalism and experience of the medical staff of ICOT and Sapienza University of Rome is readily available inside the facility and in all the relevant services, such as: Emergency Room, Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, Clinical Analysis Laboratory, Dialysis Centre and Hyperbaric Oxygen Medicine, Radiology (RX, NMR, CAT, BMD, ECO), Heart Surgery, Cardiology, Internal Medicine, Urology, along with Neurological-Orthopaedic-Cardiac Rehabilitation, Neurology, Neuro-Physiopathology, EEG, Respiratory Physiopathology, and the Orthopaedy Laboratory (the patients of which are financially covered by the National Health System).
This facility is situated in the historic centre of Ronciglione, in Piazza Principe di Piemonte, 50 Kilometres from Rome and 18 from Viterbo (at the starting point of a popular local horse race, the typical "corsa a vuoto" - race without a jockey - held during the Carnival period). The "Residenza Cimina" acquired the right to manage this Retirement Home, the "Residenza La Pace". The name derives from the quarter “La Pace” and, as an interesting aside, the mare “Giomi”, named by the nurse, Gianpaolo Rosai, has been representing the quarter in the local race for two years. Giomi won the latest race and this success represents a good omen that heralds the sincere commitment of the Group to this region.

The building, formerly the headquarters of the Farmers’ Cooperative, has been re-constructed to host 30 guests (all self-sufficient and partially self-sufficient elders) in single and double rooms, all of which are furnished with every comfort: bathroom, television, refrigerator, and cooking facilities. The facility has an auditorium (180 seats), 2 large dining rooms, a leisure area with a solarium, an infirmary, an out-patient surgery, a large in-house kitchen, a garden, and a sizeable patio.

With its upcoming opening, the Retirement Home “Residenza La Pace” will be in line with the services offered by the SNF (Skilled Nursing Facility) “RSA Cimina.” The latter, in fact, since 2004, has been affording a high quality assistance to its 68 guests such as to make it the ideal place, within the Viterbo and Rome precincts, where the problems associated with being a senior citizen are solved with relative ease.

Gruppo Giomi RSA is dedicated to providing qualified assistance by enriching the areas, where it already operates (for non-self sufficient guests) with its SNFs, through other facilities for self-sufficient and partially self-sufficient elders. The synergy between these two kinds of facilities makes the assistance provided by them (to elders) a service that is both highly qualified and unique.

In "Residenza La Pace,” Giomi RSA intends to create in the near future a Day Centre that will assist elders who live in their own homes and yet desire a place to socialise, receive medical assistance, and leisurely spend the day reading newspapers and chatting with their companions.
The "Residenza Flaminia" is a **Retirement Home** with 60 beds, situated in Morlupo, a few kilometres from Rome.

On the 1st of March 2008, GIOMI undertook the management of the facility.

This facility is equipped with several appropriately furnished terraces and a large garden, the latter being ideal for socialising and recreational activities, and occupational therapy.

It offers various services that consistently aim to make the guest's sojourn as pleasant as possible. **Qualified medical assistance** is guaranteed 24/7.

The facility has a fully-equipped gymnasium, terraces, and recreational areas. Patients can also enjoy the services of a hairdresser, a barber, and a podiatric physician. All rooms have air-conditioning, a bathroom, and hotel-like comforts.
In March 2012, the Valere Senioren Residenzen, a subsidiary company of Gruppo Giomi, undertook the management of the "Haus St. Georg," in the centre of Buchholz in der Nordheide, near Hamburg. This Retirement Home has 71 beds, evenly distributed among low, medium, and advanced personal assistance requirements. All rooms (most of which are singles) have television, a telephone, and a bathroom. The "Haus St. Georg" complex also supplies nursing and hotel-like services to its 39 "assisted living apartments.”

The facility has a gymnasium, a room for occupational therapy, salons for socialising and recreational activities, a chapel, and a garden. **Qualified medical assistance** is guaranteed 24/7. "Haus St. Georg" undergoes yearly inspections and the relevant evaluations by the Ministry officers place it among the top SNFs of the Lower Saxony State.
In June 2013, the Valere Senioren Residenzen, a subsidiary company of Gruppo Giomi undertook the management of the "Senioren Residenz Vahrenwald". This Retirement Home is situated in the centre of Hanover, the capital city of Lower Saxony, Germany. It has 103 beds, distributed throughout 75 single rooms and 14 doubles, all of which have television, a bathroom, and a telephone. The standard bedroom has classic designed furniture; however, upon a request by their guests, they are able to personalise the furniture.

The top floor is devoted to "assisted living apartments," which have hotel-like services as well as nursing assistance.

Apart from areas dedicated to socialising and recreational activities, the facility also provides common kitchens on each floor, an in-house central kitchen and laundry, and a covered terrace that makes the guests' sojourn pleasant in all seasons. Qualified medical assistance is guaranteed 24/7.
In 2014, the Valere Senioren Residenzen, a subsidiary company of Gruppo Giomi, undertook the management of the "Senorenhem im Kamp" SNF (Skilled Nursing Facility) in Braunschweig, a city in Lower Saxony, Germany. This SNF has 51 beds distributed throughout 14 single rooms and 22 doubles, all of which have television, a bathroom, and telephone. Opened in 1982, the facility has been recently completely reconstructed. It is situated in a quiet quarter of the city, not far from the Zoo and prestigious residential areas.

The facility provides salons for socialising and recreational activities, an in-house central kitchen and laundry, and a large garden. Qualified medical assistance is guaranteed 24/7.
In July 2014, the Valere Senioren Residenzen, a subsidiary company of Gruppo Giomi, undertook the management of the "Lore-Lipschitz-Haus" SNF (Skilled Nursing Facility) in Berlin.

This SNF has **168 beds** distributed throughout 8 single rooms and 80 doubles, all of which have television, a bathroom, and a telephone. The "Lore-Lipschitz-Haus" also provides nursing and hotel-like services to 194 "assisted living apartments", which are affiliated with the residential complex "Marie-Juchacz Haus".

Entirely rebuilt in 2009, the "Lore-Lipschitz-Haus" specialises in the treatment of pathologies related to senile dementia. It has large salons for socialising and recreational activities, an in-house central kitchen and laundry, and a large garden. Qualified medical assistance is guaranteed 24/7.
In March 2015 Valere Holding GmbH has acquired the management of “Park Residenz Alfeld”, near Hannover. The Nursing Home is provided with 64 beds, equally distributed among first, second and third level of assistance. The rooms are mainly single. Each one offers cable-TV, a bathroom and a phone-connection. Park Residenz Alfeld is additionally provided with 67 assisted living apartments. The apartments stand out as well as the single rooms thanks to their chic location and the warmth of the employees. From the restaurant and the cafeteria one can enjoy the beautiful Home’s garden. Monthly art exhibitions and cultural events are organized by the Home Direction.

Park Residenz Alfeld is located near the city center in a quite, green area. The Residence is provided with a gym, large living rooms and different rooms specially conceived for the occupational therapy’s activities. The Residence guarantees to its guests a 24h qualified assistance. Its Director is Mr. Rossa.

Park Residenz Alfeld’s unique trait is its inside-hotel specially conceived for the elderly: seniors can, in fact, choose to overnight in the Residence to enjoy its services for a short period.

Park Residenz Alfeld
Antonianger, 42
31061 Alfeld
Telefono +49.5181 930 00
Fax +49.5181 93 00 11
Web Site: www.valere-senioren.com
www.park-residenz-alfeld.de/2.html
email: info@valere-senioren.com
In June 2015 Valere Holding GmbH has acquired the management of "Seniorenwohnen Haus Lucia GmbH", in Lübeck. The Nursing Home is provided with 116 beds, equally distributed among first, second and third level of assistance. The rooms are mostly single. Each one offers cable-TV, a bathroom and a phone-connection. Park Residenz Alfeld is located over a suggestive hill where one can have a beautiful view of the old city. The Residence is provided with a gym, large living rooms and different rooms specially conceived for the occupational therapy's activities. The Residence guarantees to its guests a 24h qualified assistance. Its Director is Mr. Lange.
"Fisiosanisport Reggio Calabria" provides Out-Patient services in PM&R (Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation) and Radiology Scans. The numerous patients that every year rely on the Centre's treatments demonstrate its highly professional-technical competence. Over the years, it has become a dependable source of assistance for the city of Reggio Calabria, and indeed for the whole Region.

The three-floor building covers an area of 1,300 square meters. The Centre provides services in Radiology and Kinesitherapy, the latter specialising in Spinal Pathologies and Rehabilitation. Apart for basic equipment and machinery, the Centre is fully equipped for Bone Radiology Scans, for cervical, dorsal, and lumbar tractions, for laser therapy and magnetotherapy. It also has the latest equipment for Physiotherapy (HUMAN TECAR, and High Power Lasertherapy with a ND:YAG Laser), for ultrasounds, and analgesic electrotherapy.

The ground floor has a fully equipped gymnasium for targeted rehabilitation and personal/group exercises. The Centre also has a Chiropractic Treatment Unit for vertebral mobilisation. Before undergoing this treatment, patients are checked by radiology scans and thorough medical evaluations by a PM&R Specialist, a Chiropractor, and, if needed, an Orthopaedist from the Centre. These specialists will determine any possible problems relating to the patient undertaking spinal manipulative therapy - in accordance with the provisions set down by the Consiglio Superiore della Sanità (Italian Health Council for the Ministry of Health).

The primary objective of the Centre is to provide this type of assistance, with the necessary professionalism to satisfy the health needs of the patients, for which it has been accredited by the National Health System.
The “Fisiosanisport Latina”, formerly “Static,” was opened in 1974 by Dr. Emmanuel Miraglia, and is situated within the ICOT (Surgery, Orthopaedy, Traumatology Institute) Facility in Latina. The facility’s Technical Director is Prof. Marco Pasquali Lasagni. Due to the expertise of its Doctors and Physiotherapists in Post-Traumatic, Post-Operative, and Sports Rehabilitation, the Centre, utilising the latest and most innovative equipment, provides assistance that guarantees a rapid and complete functional recovery.

The Centre also provides services in accordance with time-honoured protocols, including rehabilitation schedules that are personalised and appropriate to the various pathologies.

Apart from the assistance provided by “Fisiosanisport Latina”, patients can also use the different services provided by the ICOT Institute (Traditional RX, ECO, CAT, NMR, Diving Chamber, Shock Waves, Cardiology, and Cardiac Rehabilitation).

In its formative years of activity, the Centre exclusively provided Chiropractic Treatments - at the time an innovative technique in the treatment of certain spinal ailments. All Chiropractors at the Centre hold a degree from the Palmer College of Chiropractic (U.S.A.), and they always collaborate with the Orthopaedists and PM&R Specialists at the ICOT Institute.

The Centre has been recently moved to the first floor of a new building in front of ICOT. The new facility has several surgeries, cubicles for mechanotherapy and massage therapy, and a large gymnasium. These new areas make it possible for group postural exercises, and light, gentle exercises for the treatment of osteoporosis.

The Centre invested in a Rehabilitation sector, mainly Sports Rehabilitation, through the acquisition of modern and innovative equipment, such as: HUMAN TECAR, High Power Lasertherapy with a ND:YAG Laser, APTIVA™ - FREMS (Frequency Rhythmic Electrical Modulation System) device, Pilates, PANCAFIT, and Cryo Ultrasound.

The Centre is accredited by the National Health System and its patients are financially covered by Fasdac, Assicurazioni Generali, Previmedical, Unisalute, and Chéiron S.r.l.

The Centre also has a large car-park.
“Gioservice S.r.l.” was established in 2007 with the administration of the first in-house canteen inside the SNF (Skilled Nursing Facility) in Morlupo. Through its already qualified personnel, within a few months it extended its expertise to all hospital-related services.

The main areas of interest for the Company are the management of in-house canteens and food/beverage vending machines.

Gioservice is a strong investor in its own business model and equipment. Both for canteen and vending machines they not only provide the service but also invest in the quality of materials and design of the equipment (ELECTROLUX-FAS, etc.). They unreservedly believe that vending machines, apart from delivering food and beverage, must also enhance and enrich their respective surrounding architecture and environment.

Regarding the vending machines, the company has 4 supply centres: in Pomezia (the smallest, 450 square meters), Morlupo, Latina, and Florence (the largest, 2,500 square meters). The storage rooms of these centres are certified with F.I.F.O. (First In First Out), which guarantees the shelf life of their products. Workshop repairs are also carried out at these premises.

Over the years, Gioservice has been, and continues to be justifiably proud of accomplishing its objectives, while also remaining focused on the continuous improvement of its services.

Gioservice holds the certifications UNI EN ISO14001:2004, and UNI EN ISO:9001 Ed. 2008. Gioservice is one of the 15 Italian companies in the sector to hold a TQS Vending certification.
IG.COM is a healthcare software house of Gruppo GIOMI, the leading company in the Italian private healthcare industry. IG.COM currently manages the software of both the Group’s facilities (throughout the Veneto, Tuscany, Lazio, Campania, Calabria, and Sicily Regions), and those of its affiliates. IG.COM has been operating since 1969. Its core strength is the direct and personal expertise of all aspects of healthcare, which it experiences on a daily basis through its operating context. The Company’s constant updating of its knowledge and expertise make it the ideal partner for Healthcare Facilities/Companies/Authorities with respect to all aspects of their computerised and digitised systems, which are considered to be “mission critical” in the industry.

IG.COM develops vertical market software solutions specific for Healthcare. The solutions, capable of self-installation and/or with ASP assistance, are the result of a thorough analysis in strict collaboration with the respective end-users.

Custom assistance and continuous improvement in maintenance characterises IG.COM’s working methodology. IG.COM systems are based on Client/Server Web architectures.

Due to the continuous training and updating of its research team, IG.COM provides software technologies, infra-structures, instruments, and innovative application solutions. The core business of the Company is to create service-oriented systems that are based on the main standards (for example: HL7, DICOM, and XML), and on inter-facing, operational compatibility.

One of the main characteristics IG.COM focuses on is integration - utilising the XML markup language of Internet - as a fundamental service distributing mechanism for software.
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